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Several- Mobile Homes Damaget
No Serious Injuries Reported

Caliper weather was exTwo men were feared lost another trailer, which apreceived hail
pected in Calloway County when their boat overturned on parently only
today after hail and high winds 'Kentucky Lake Friday after- damage.
The roof of a large tool shed at
battered the area Friday af- noon, but the Henry County
ternoon, demolishing several .sheriff's department said an ae- the home of Charles Tidwell on
mobile homes and causing rial search by the county res- Hazel, Route 2, was lifted off
41111111111111er
considerable damage over the cue squad located the men on and set on the ground by the
- ..11•.`" ....•
county.
an island about 7 a.m. Satur- winds. A combine, tractor and
Sir
It
.
farm truck, all housed in the
No serious injuries had been day.
reported at the hospital this
Mrs. Bob Croker, owner of a shed, were damaged when the
however, Mrs. Don Kentucky Lake resort, said Ed- building collapsed.
The front window wis broken
Hale and her l year old son ward-trod, a fishing guide and
were treated Friday for injuries Williani Pressy of Kokomo,
(Continued on Page Ten)
ei
received when their mobile Ind., failed to return after .the
"home was flipped completely storm.
Mr. Hale was not it home
The two had left the dock-----A-the time.
about 1 p.m. and a storm
reted..:zijured was struck with vicious suddenness
WI;
Mrs. O.T. Stalls of Route 2, about 4 p.m. Bad weather preHazel, who wag said to have vented an intensive search FriA girls' twirling corps will be
been cut on her leg when a day.
organized by the Murray
window was borken out.
Three mobile homes, parked
The storm, which hit in behind Ken's Truck Stop at Recreation Department, ac4
Murray about 3'45 p.m., also Midway on 641 S., all received cording to Barry Polston,
dumped hailstones "as big as considerable damage. The, director of the Park.
To be taught by Sharon Reed,
hen's eggs" on Fulton County, wrost of the three was a trailer
former majorette for the
according to one observer.
owned by Leon Dennington
The squall line's path was which was thrown against the Murray State University Band,
marked by wrecked houses, rear of the cafe building and the class will be open to girls
age 6 to 16. The purpose or. the
overturned trailers, knocked- torn apart.
program is to organize the first,
down trees, and heavy damage
Both of the other two trailers
team of its kind in Murray.
drill
lives
no
but
lines
utility
to
at the truck stop had windows
The Corps will participate in
were lost.
broken out on one side and hail
-1„ damage. -Ken-Wetrnore, who parades, football games. alice
•
basketball games during the
rues the bs station at the tru I'
lime of the facilitated1972-73'Season. The girls will
stop, owned one of the trailers
HIGH iiINDR MITI= MORILICROME-Ildemobile home, AAA by Mr. 'Taylor Road on MisrrefIll-1110470LiwimIkulkiltihe
- I participate in out-of-town
wheitWiflorrn 1dt, escaped apparently
and Burton Young owned the
and Mrs. John Brittain, was destroyed by the force of the high wiads and hail that the couple's chihuahna, in Ilms-Willer
functions.
McCutcheon
uninjured.
Gene
By
Photo
Staff
l•
0111PaIlige•e•
Photos
(More
Tom
the
ea
swept across Calloway County Friday afternoon. The trailer is located
third trailer. Hugh Carrawayls
The Corps will be divided in
the owner of the restaurant.
two groups. One group will for
r The trailer home of Mr. and
for girls who have no previous
Lowe Nunn,former Kentucky
"Mrs John Brittain on the Tom
Governor, has purchased a
twirling experience, the •ther.
4,
Route
Murray
Road,
Taylor
arty Plonnett----'
ticket to the ''Sonny James"
for girls who have had twirling
was devastated by the 50 miles
The annual ciessert and cari show to be held in the Murray per hour winds. The couple was experience.
The New Concord ParentInterested girls should meet'
sponsored by the State University auditoritirn. not at home when
party
the winds hit
Teachers Club will have its
at the-Robertson Elementary
Welcome Wagon akwetooci.s. Friday night ApriLRI.
•
who
-14a494,a chihuahtia,
regular monthly meeting on
School on Thursday, April 13, irt:
Nniin in pnrcruisititt6effeltd:
Charles Rushing of Fox itiakT honie7SCCOrdIng to the Club of Murray haS
In the trailer, escaped unharTuesday, April 11, at seven p.m.
the
of
3:30 p.m. Lessons will be given
work
the
commended
p.m.
7:30
at
20,
April
Thursday
Fire
Murray
the
of
records
,
.
Court
Trailer
Meadows
of
frame
the
and
floor
The
med.
school.
at the
once each week. The fee for .
" Calloway County Council on
World
the
of
Woodrnen
the
in
who
the
Department
answered
burns
severe
suffered
the trailer were both separated
Members of the 4-H Club will Murray,
comHe
lesson is $1.00. Girls are to
each
Education.
Drug
Hall.
p.m.
6:35
was
at
fire
call
The
from the walls and roof of the
Vice-president Agnew brought present the program. The in a fire at his mobile home on
for the March of matted on the fact that the mobile home and the winds bring their own regulation
benefit
A
and
booster
the
by
extinguished
p.m.
6:30
about
Friday
with
recently
house
will
down the
devotion and refreshments
extensive damage was reported Dimes, the party will feature efforts -of last year's „drug scattered debris over a wide baton.
the quip "Let's have a Hum- be by the students and mothers
burns over to the trailer.
suffered
Rushing
For additional _infotination,
_
door prizes cionated by Murrai education talent show had area.
phrey-Musitie ticket again...-- of Mrs. Bill Redicrs second
about ninety per cent of his
desserts received natlinif attention.
Interested girls may contact with
merchants
Rushing
Firemen
said
bad
of
north
just
home
losing
mobile
A
a
why break up
com----grode room.
- to members et- already been removed from the provided by Common's Bakery. -Nunn!mote a letter to President
body, accordkag
Hazel on highway 641 was split Barry Polston at-7134440-1A- ;bination".
the family. He was given trailer and taken to the hospital and the Ryan Milk Co.
Nixon praising the work of the
open by the force of winds. The Omen 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 plafte4,501.
emergency treatment at the before they arrived at the
dollar. 'Calloway County Drug Council. mobile
00
one
ta Sharon Reed
be
-will
Admission
paper
home, owned by Ray contact
Editorial comment in a
Murray-Calloway County scene.
Noting the April 20 and 21
from.
purchased
762-6447.
at
p.m.
be
may
Tickets
Latimer, was parked near
the other day pointed out that
Hospital and rushed by a J. H.
Rushing is a graduate of any member of the Welcome plans of the drug council, Nunn
trades and crafts pay better
Churchill ambulance to the Calloway County High School. Wagon Newcomers Club or may said that the Calloway County
than school teachers because of
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, He is the son of Franklin be reserved by callipg Mrs. Drug Councji was one of the
the "as yet unrepealed law of
Tenn.
Rushing of Murray Route Two Thomas Muehleman at 753-4126.... Most active in the state and he
supply and demand. Plumbers
burned
was
Mrs. Jacqueline Rushing of Persons are asked to bring their would like the people of
and
man
Murray
The
are scarce while there is an
Calloway County to know that
own , cards.
his
of
room
203
Street, Murray.
Irvan
living
the
in
in a fire
oversupply of teachers".
he supports- this effort.
A course in safe boating
Parents are -aged to
Mrs. Neva Grey Allbritten Secretaries Association ( Inhandling
be
will
procedures
and
The writer went on to say that
that ..on Thursday will serve as Chairman of the ternational) states: "These
remember
never before has there been presented by the Murraytight- April 20, ap open house- 1972 Secretaries Week for the qualities are loyalty, depensuch a demand for electricians, Kenlake Flotilla of the U.S.
discussion with a group of ex- Murray Chapter of the National dability, tact, discretion,
starting
Auxiliary
Guard
Coast
TV repairmen, carpenters, etc.
from Lexington will be Secretaries Association (In- initiative and good judgement.
addicts
Friday night, April 14.
in the Murray - hficidle ternational); it was,announced They are taken for granted
held
will
course
complete
The
ob"The moral seems fairly
School audiotirum. This team of by Mrs. Patsy Dyer, Chapter when they are there, and no
to youngsters just consist of three sessions
vious
ex-addicts will be in Murray President.
substitutes are accepted when
finishing high school or coming meeting on Friday nights, April
High and Calloway County
Secretaries Week will be theu are not."
in
held
be
will
and
28,
and
21,
14,
DenA,
of
Mrs. Dick McLennan
PROVO, Utah (AP)
ternational Airport, while the
out of military service with
High; Thursday and Friday, .oheerved April 23 through April
Mrs. Krout, w o is Adeducational credits under the Room 346 of the new Fine Arts manhunt focused on this cen- ver, who sat next to the hijack- airline provided what the hiApril 20 and11.
Wednesday,
and
year
As istant to
this
,22
ministrative
on
State
Building
Murray
the
a
but
weapon
for
today
city
no
a
saw
for
she
demanded-four
said
er,
had
Utah
tral
prospects
jacker
GI bill. The
Friday night, April 21, Sonny April 26, has been set aside as Captain Loy W. A. Renshaw,
young hijacker who leaped did see the man pass notes to parachutes, fuel for 4,000 miles
person who isn't afraid to get campus.
and The Siiuthern Secretaries Day.
James
Commanding Officer, U. S.
All boaters of any age are from a United Air Lines 727 jet- the captain.
of flight and $500,000. The monhis hands dirty seldom have
Gentlemen will close the two
The Secretaries Week is a Coast Guard Yaed, Baltimore,
to
fee
invited
nominal
A
attend.
8508,000
with
placed
was
the
on
suitcases
night
Friday
newsman
liner
two
in
ey
A CBS'
been bette1".
professional. continue's: "It • is appropriate
for
of rtmo will be charged to cover ransom after forcing a zigzag plane„ Jim Kilpatrick, said, on a ramp about 100 feet from days activities with a concert of time
entertainment at 8:00 p.m. in secretaries 'to renew their that. the Secretaries Week
"The notes that were passed the plane and picked up shortly
One acre of grass will release cost of instruction manual and flight across the West.
the Murray State University dedication to the inherent theme is "Better Setretaries
Aerial flares lighted early back and forth were all pre- after 7 p.m. PST.
about 2,400 gallons of water on a supplies.
Auditorium. ,
qualities that executives rite •Mean-Better Business.' We are
The classes williee conducted morning skies over nearby written." -through
The passengers and one stewday
summer
,Tickets are on sale at Holland - highest, suggests the leading proud of our Contribution in
the
of
Coast
members
by
local
lawof
hundreds
25-yeara
as
to
Lake
allowed
Wilkihson,
Utah
were
transpiration.
then
ardess
Sandyn
and
evaporation
Drug and Wallis Drug, and spokesman for 'the secretaries making • run smoothly 'the
This provides the comparable Guard Autiliery Flotilla who men started a search for the old off-duty UAL stewardess on leave the plane and it took off Murray
Hospital Pharmacy. profession. Mrs. Angeline wheels of business, industry,
the flight, said she did not see at 7:41 PST, headed east.
cooling effect of a 70 ton air have been qualified as in- armed man.
seats are $3.00.
Reserved
Krout„Cat President, National education, government and the
Southern
the
by
structors
-4ntime
was
seventh
but
the
the
was
during
This
said
Force
any
Air
either
The
weapons
conditioner.
Region of the Auxiliary and just under five months that told the hijacker had a hand evening that F106 Delta Dagprofessions. Increased
•
productivity is the watchword
gers at 'Hamilton Air Force
Evaporation, more or less, is materials and films published parachutes and ransom figured grenade and pistol.
by the U.S. Coast Guard for the in airline piracy.
of the dal-, and secretaries are
One passenger said the hi- Base had been alerted, but it
(Continued on Page Teal
purpose of inetructin the 'The nine-hour odyssey beak,' jacker pulled a pistol.
.helping tit increase managerial
rerocod to _confirm they had
public in safety on tthe water over the Rocky Mountains alfreeing
productivity by
The pilot said the hijacker been sent to follow the airliner.
•
will be used.
executives .from personally
most 30 minutes after the plane told him he had -two hand
After leaving San Francisco,
Some of the safety procedures left Denver at 2:36 p.m. MST guns, plastic explosives and the pilot was ordered to fly
executing organizational details.
• to be observed when trailering,
so that they, may function in
when a mustachioed passenger hand grenades," but he saw qver southern Nevada. There
planning, coordinating,
loading, selecting and stowing wearing mirrored sunglasses, a only a pistol.
from
report
erroneous
an
was
Jackson Purchase
ane pink shirt and a blue pinstripe
and controlling.
meeting
and
-directing,
equipment,
"a
was
had
hijacking
hijacker
said
the
He
that
the
FBI
the
Partly cloudy and much coolThe president'further said
passing other vessels will be suit ordered the Los Angeles- very well executed plan."
bailed out over Wilson Creek,
er today. Highs in mid to upper
..2.16Le_ure- * •
discussed during the se_ssi , -bound pito* diverted-lb
-San --Alrbut three of the 85 passen- Nev.
40s. Clear and unseasonably
as well as such topics as legal Francisco.
badges or glorification during
Denver,
in
bc•Bded
had
gers
The three-engine plane then
cold with frost and freezing
responsibilities of boaters and
21st annual Secretaries
the
the
said
officials
airline
where
zigzagged
over
southern
Utah
in
Lows
tonight.
temperatures
NINE CITED
to
aids
We are continuing to
of
Week,
recognition
a
was
precaution
only
seeurity
as the pilot was given several
mid to upper 20s. Sunday mostNine persons were cited
pursue the basic aim of our
navigation.
of passengers against a
check
directions
the
by
hijacker.
ly sunny and Warmer. Highs in
Friday and Friday night by the
Association which is to upgrade
Registration for the course
"profile" of hijacker characterThe pilot radioed that the hilow 50s, Monday warmer with a
place on the evening of Murray Police Department. istics. The plane was Flight jacker bailed out at 11:25 p.m.
take
will
the standards of secretarial
chance of showers.
public
for
two
were
They
performance. Upgrading can
Probability of precipitation the first class, April 14, . En- drunkenness, illegal possession 855, originating in Newark, N.J. MST near Provo. The plane
be done by individual selfnew
only
the
to
Arts
twice
Fine
sat
plane
the
hours
three
For
continued to Salt Lake City
near zero today and tonight, 10
of alcohol, and curfew
improvement."
Wilding, where the classes will.
at the far end of Runway 19- where all five crew members
per cent Sunday.
for
two
curfew
violations,
be held, is on North 15th Street.
Left, about a mile from main e.pere reported safe upon landviolations, one for contributing
Former Kentucky Governor Louie Nunn, left, purchases a
This will be the last Auxiliary
Francisco In-' ing.
Kentucky EXtended Outlook
CAR FIRE
one terminal at San
juvenile,
a
of
delinquency
to
to the "Sonny James" Show from Willard Ails, chairman of
tkket
the
course
before
offering
the
Chance of showers in
Department
:The
Fire
Murray
The
pilot,
Gerry
It
of
}learn
for speeding, one for driving
the Calloway County Drug Council. The show will be held on
BETHANY CLASS
. west portion Monday and over beginning of the current boating
answered a call to Fitts Block
1,os Angeles, then took off in
while intoxicated, one for
Friday night, April 21, in the Murray State University auditorium
The Bethany Sunday School
. the .state Tuesday. Otherwise season.
Tile Cornpony-at 4:15
and
'another
to
plane
drop
flares
Big
at
for
one
shoplifting
and
K,
with the proceeds to go to the work of the Drug Council. A team of
Class of the First Baptist
Further information may be
partly cloudy and mild through
Friday fo—elitinguish !fames
'over a marshy area just south
drunkenness,
resisting
public
the
at
speaking
21
and
20
be
will
April
on
Murray
in
-addicts
of
ex
home
the
at
meet
will
Church
Wednesday. Lows in the 3Ce obtained by calling Neale B.
.under the dabs of a car owned
arrest, and disorderly conduct, Mrs.- Ray Buckingham on of Utah Lake near Provo and
high schools and an open house discussion at Murray Middle
- and 40s. Highs mostly in the Mason, 753-2234, or Shirley
by Red Hodges
according to the citation report. Monday, April 10, at seven pm.
(Continued on Page Ten)
School auditorium on Thursday night, April 20.
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Dear Editor:

ed today are-Leah CaldWieiti-ParaY -rpatin;
•
I am wondering 40you mair, Pictur
Dunn,students at Murray High School, who
Ann
and
column
start
in
like to
a pew
your paper qa a service to your were cabinet members of the 17th annual Kentucky
readers. The Jackson Citizen Youth Assembly in Frankfort.....
Patript- has a column called
Harry Lee Waterfield will be the speaker at the
Vice of the People, anyone can
Alumni banquet to be held at Hazel School on
Hazel
."write, and voice their opinion on
•
21.
April
any subject.
• I'm sending you a sample I - ' Louis Slusmeyer has resigned as golf pro arthe
cut out. Of cotirii, every letter Calloway Country Club, according to Alfred Lindisn't printed. I'd like to be your sey, club president.
first choice, and my subject is
Ewell Vaughn, brother of Robert _Vanghn of
your new governor, Mr. Ford. I
Murray,
died at Nashville, Tenn.
feel a man like him would not
Showing at the Murray.- Drive-In .Theatre is
have been elected d you NIT.
Editor had done your duty and "P
ulpeof Miracles" with Glenn Ford, Bette
tfo
visk,eH
Daoc
given out more of the truth
Lange, and Arthur O'Connell.
about tarn. The little people rule
the voting and they surely
would not elect a man that is
against everthing that would
Limo"
& 111W1 NILS
help them. He has a very
narrow view on the Issue of
Mrs. Sinie Smotherman Martin, age 92, died this
revoked drivers licenses. I
suppose he things we want to.,morning at the home of her nephew, Tommy
Smotherman of Murray Route Three.
pay taxes to support his family'
when he could work himSelf,
James Outland, son of Mr. and Mrs. Elmus
with a temporary work license. Outland, is pictured today with his three chamAlso, the minimum- wage law
veto is so disgusting. What law pionship hogs in the recent 4-H and FFA show and
would it conflict with? The one sale. Re is a member of the Mtirmy Training School
it sho
af course. Everyone FFA chapter.
kno
t wage is worse than
Births reported include a girl.
-to Mr. and Mrs,G T
w are. hope my Point is Brandon on April 3and a girl to-Mr. and Mrs.Marvin
clear. la,it any wonder so many Harris on

ent
Ames 0,-:Witliams, Editor and Publisher'
-Gene. AACCuTcheal.' News Editor and Production Manager
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor/
or Public Voice items stAtich, in our opinion, are not for the best intereiroT our readers.
National Representafilties: Wallace Witmer'Co., 1509 Madison Ave., '
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Detroit, Mich.
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per year; more Man 150 miles acorn Murray,%WOO per year. All mild
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Action Needed
The Ledger and Times Thursday, carried a story
about the sanitary conditions in the seVen county
schools and it was shocking, to say the least. The
report-came from the Health Department so it is a
bonafide report.
- We wonder how many people would-ear such
conditions to exist at their homes, yet allow such a
situation to go unchecked in the school systeni where
their children are in attendance for most of the
waking hours ever better than a nine month period.
We feel sure that the Calloway County School
Board is, and has been, cognizant of this situation
for some time. One might ask , why don't they clean
it up then? The answer is simple,..money.
The County School Board simply does not take in
enough funds to correct this situation, otherwise it •
would have done so long ago.
.•
County voters have turned-down a schoottaX three
times, and we wonder how much longer the cotuity
schools will last. We wonder how .inlich longer they
will be allowed to operate
the State
ool .
C,oard condemns the buildin as unsafe and
t
for children.

„Ten Year.
s tn-_
T
--Today

20 Years Ago Today

April 6...
people are listening to Wallace?
Tne
Wipe.
are In full bloom at the Murray
Mrs. Collie Suiter
Manufacturing Company. Mrs.-Clete Farmer has '
-- 103 Vista Drive
some tulips in bloorn-toe",from thecolumn,''Seert-drJackson, Mich.
Lupe. Neumpeps.
;
formerly
from
Kentue
-ky
Heard Around Mtffray."
•
_
z."
Miss Rachel Rowland attended the Kentucky Folk
•
Dear Editor:
Festival at the University of Kentucky at Lexington
pitESSURE ON DOLLAR CONTINUES
In the past few years when - this week.
discrimination against
minorities has been a major
topic, I wonder if Americans
have awakened to the fact that
1.11w1112 lb TIM IS SUR
The 1971 "dollar crisis" was re1 result from more responsible fisGov. Gebrge E. Wallace, agreat
There are two avenues that can be taken. One is to
patriotic
policies
man,
bY
appears
our
who
to
lieved
governmen
last December when the
t, and
increase the cefinty,school tax rate and continue to
Deaths reported are J.W.(Jim) Bowman, age 85,
.
be the people's choice has been
from broad and meaningful restraint
United States of America agreed to
operate the- county system and the other is to inWebb
M.Burkeen, age 63, J.J. Moore,age 80, Edgar
'discriminat
against
ed
the
by
on wage and price increases. If .forcresse,the county school tax rate and consolidate it
devaluation of its currency. Noy, with
news media continually.
Houston, age 60, and Mrs. Lillian Jones.
eign
observers are. r-Iteptinal that.we _ ' In Flordia after a 42 per cent
- with/he city system. If the latter course Are taken,
legislation raising the offi,jarprice of
J.N. (Buddy) Ryan will again- play host to the
are truly dedicated.to this course, . victory, as Gov. Wallace was to
• tPre County School Board would be in charge of both
Dixie
National Dog Race at his farm on April 26.
gold from $35 to ;38
ounce 'uSt
the have reason to be •
. give his Acceptance speech and
systems until the next election of a consolidated----'
Open
house at the-Ledger & Times plant was held
was in front of television
emerging from Congress, a •new wave
- Go4ertunent economists
are buildcounty school board.
__
April
-on
3 and 4. They were greeted by Mr. and Mrs.
cameraic
thiriptounc
er
said
the dollar abratLIK71.11_11g
-ruitilsieticit into the,
.of pressure
.- Regardless of what course is taken
w.,p, Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Van Winkle,
lets
Cut
away
a
for
Combrornpting
suggestion
federal
s _thit this 8.6
budget,. accepting the insomething needs to be done to.protect •mit County'
mercial". Many people noticed
Kirk Pool, Ottis Valentine, Albert Enderlin, Ralph
per cent devaluation'is licit enough.
flatiOnary risk this entails in ex25 minutes later, after Gov. --.Wear,-Joe Weaks, Jr.-F
• school children. seems odd that in this clay and
ind Boyd Wear.
-Devaluing -the -dollar- was. a--wag--;
hatfre-10—&—
r
-promise of .economic
Wallace had given his ac:time a smallpox -epidemic could break out, but this
,
Miss
Emma
Sue
Gibson
has been elected
lic
"pump-priming".to reduce unemploY- • ceptance speech the cameras president of Kappa Delta
'entirely possible with the _antiquated sewerage
`.= ;:::&11
1
:
%tes
4'
1 ""7
5 P;7
3
s 17nisn tx.
Pi, honorary educational
returned
headquarters
his
to
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stantly changing, so perhaps you can tell me if my sensitivpresented a white orchid by the alone or teamed with patent. beiags to live the best kind of
Angela June is the name
The handbag continued to in- life that environment and their
ities are now outmoded.
hostesses.
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
cake, crease in size with the own limitations would allow?Refreshments of
I am a clergyman who is constantly surprised at how
Michael Burkeen, 1218 Melrose,
Mrs. Sally Guy is showing a hand-weaving demonstration on punch, nuts, and mints were shoulderbag
leading
in Maxine Griffin, Federal Bldg.,
many well-meaning people address me simply as "ReverMurray, for their baby girl,
her table loom to Kimberly Whitten, 8-year old daughter of Mr. served from a beautifully ap- popularity. Hats are coming Clinton, Ky. 42031. Phone 653end." I'm not talking about those phone solicitors who put
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hospital.
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sanctimonious.
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pastime. It is a kind of inend by divorce or the death of a spouse. So one may continGail, weighing eight pounds ten three p.m., sponsored by the
Phone 2364351.
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The Board of Directors of the
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'until
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Homemakers
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DEAR TAKEN: ratlike woman that R.Inyear undermai sour cream
standing a '.'sitter" is paid to sit, and not to wash dishes.
" 1 tablespoon catchup 7
the Faxon School at seven p.m.•, r ' "
And if she expects you te do nesee AltanAlt....anabould be
---T Paris Road Homemakers
In a 10-inch skillet'melt the
sponsored- by -the Teeer---he
prepared to pay you for it. tP. S.' And yiu. alsowdd also be
- mothers nub. ,
. .
',", Club will meet at the home of butter. Add onion and cook over
.•
1205 Chestnut Street
prepared to look for wasthersitdeg jelb.1
Mrs- Louise Dunn at 12.30-P-ITE:a moderate MR ata to II golik
-ii_
Nt.
,
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... . - --.-----,
torovont.- Add beef, salt,- pepper.: Clean TeensiaYouth-lfraWag
group —
—New
Providence and oregano; mash With-a-Tort
DEAR ABBY: I an an eligible bachelor, and like all
Calloway County students, will Homemakers Club will meet at until crumbly and beef loses its
'Itiesfin my position I am constantly asked, "How come you
for your Drug, Prescription
conduct its annual house to the Assembly Room- of the red Colbr. Add the mushrooms,
aren't Married?" Abby, I am tired of trying to come up
' house canvass in the city of County Extension office at ten including the liquid in the can,
and Sundry Needs
with an answer to this asinine question, which really is
Murray to seek donations to aid a.m. and Will have lunch at the the sour cream arid catchup:
nobody's business.
Open
12:00
a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
in the repayment of the deht of Colonial House Smorgasbord. stir Ay/ell and heat but do not
Can you provide me with a real sharp retort?
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hot
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Murphy's Pond.
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.
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"
44414146W- DEAR BACHELOR: You could say, "I would rather gni The Captain Wendell Oury meet at the ' .Souttiside
thru life wanting something I don't have, than having someChapter of the DAR will meet at Restaurant at 12 noon.
thing I don't want."
the home of Mrs. Max Hurt at
The- Murray- raachoLihe
eleven a.m.
Whari-yellirpreblearf Yarn feel better If you get it off Q. What is the name of this,
American Association of
your chest. Write_te ABBY. Box Sroo, Los Angeles, Cal.
cut of meat?
Sunday, April 9 University Women will meet at
wow. For a personal reply enclose stamped, .addressed
A. FrenchectPork Loin Roast
The Murray Art Guild will be the home of Mrs. Peter Whaley,
envelope.
Q. How is it identified?
802 Guthrie Drive, at 7:30 p.m.
open from one to four p.m.
_ A. After-Feing cut from the
Hate to *rite letters? Send $t to Abby, Box Mos, Los
center of the - pork loin,
The Wranglers Riding Club
The Baptist Young Women of
booklet, "How to Write Let.
AMPlee. Cal. Me,for
meat. is cut away frdm the will meet at 1:30 p.m. at the the Sinking Spring Church are
'te for, All Occasions."
tips of the ribs of the club grounds. Plans will be scheduled to meet at seven
roast to expose about 1 completed for a trail ride and p.m.
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753-1511
or
?boor
Mrs.J. B.Barkers ...
inch of bone. Paper frills all night campout.
are placed dn the bone
Murray Stag Chapter No. 433
i
Company
tips after roasting. The
Managers of American Order of the Eastern Star will
roast contains the loin -LeilfoTr teams in Murray, meet at the
Masonic Hall at7:30
eye and usually_ includes Mayfield, Benton, Paducah, p.m.
a portion of the tender- Paris, Tenn., and Union City,
loin at the sirloin end. Tenn., will meet at the Life and
Groups of the First Baptist
The back bone should be Casualty Insurance office in
Church will meet a follows: I
loosened at the marketMayfield - to finalize -the with Mrs. Calvin Morris at
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sawing across rib bones
baseball league schedule and a.m., II with Mrs. B. H. Cornett
—Nino Red
at base.
organization structure of the at ten a.m., and III with Miss
Q. How is it prepared?
league for this year.
Paris, Tennessee
Juanita Jones at two p.m.
A By roasting. Place meat,
--Coral Bell Pink
fat side tia, on a rack in
Featuring The ...
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an open- roasting pan.. InThe Gamma Gamma Chapter
sert roast- meat thermom- have its monthly fellowship
—Hino Crimson Sherwood Red
—
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
of
_ - eter so bolb is centered in breakfast at the Holiday Inn at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Anita
Thomas
• -the 'thickest -part. -Make
SATURDAY 8-12
at seven p.m.
—Hino Red
certain bulb does not rest
Also Band on Wed., Fri. & Sat
in fat or on bone.'D not
Hershey Red
Chapter
Gamma
All
The Gamma
. add water. no not cover. otBeta Sigma Phi will have a
Morning circles of the WSCS
Salmon Pink
Roast, in a slow oven
tea at the home of Mrs. Martha 1 af the First United Methodist
(325°F.) to well done
Church
will
meet
at
9:30
a.m.
as
Bell Pink
Coral
Alls. .
(170*F.). Allow 30 fo-115
While They Last1\$295
follows: ALice Waters with
minutes per pound Sr
Snow White
School Mrs. A. W. Simmons, Sr., 919
SundayThe
Dorcas
roasting.
Class of the First Baptist Isycathore Street; Bessie
Over 1500 to Choose From
Churclt will have a breakfast at '1W'ker with. Mrs. Jack Bailey,
1714
Olive
Street;
Maryleona
a.m.
Man-Power in Supermarkets the Holiday Inn at 7:30
Frost with Mrs. C. C. Lowry,707
*Over 100 Standards and Patent
-The male: shopper, though
OPENING SPECIALS now available until April
Elm Street.
in the minority, _more .often
Monday, April 10
i7
t A0111111140I
15 on both the Health Club and Reducing Program than • not is the primary The- iieatgleill-y Spdety
*All Potted and
The New Concord Parentshopper for his hntiiehold, ac- will meet at the home-of-Miss
Teachers Club will meet at the
cording to a recent survey. Ori Maude Nance at 1:30 p.m. .
Ready to Plant NOW!
the average, he is a 43,.7 year
school at seven p.m.
old -high school graduate with
Wednesday, April 12 .
a family income of $11,285
The Theta Department of the
Easy to use • economical • may be safely applied
The Kick Off Breakfast for
per, year, and he spends-- an meet at the club house at 7:30
on
fruits & vegetables Spectiacide ... the insecabove-average $10.46 on each p.m. with Ronald Christopher the women Of the Oaks Cowin"'
with laiazinon '.
ticide
of 2.3 shopping trips a week as the speaker on "Wills and Club will be held'at nine a.m.
bridge.
fort-ivis family of 3.2 persons.
by
golf
and
followed
Makes...
Estates". Hostesses are
Fresh meat is the itern he
Ligon,John
George
Mesdames
15.Gal.
purchases most often, regardOutland.
Women of the Oaks Country
less of his age or income Nance, and-J-. D.
We Have ...
Club will have their first lungroup. Frozen foods, deity
'Christian cheon -of the year at 12:15 p.m.
products, fresh produce and . Group III of First
other items that need fre- Church CWF will meet at the Make reservations by Monday
96 Gal.
quent - replacement also ac- Mine of Mrs. Idelle Bailey at by signing the bulletin board. or
,/;30
RAIL.
with_Mrs.
&thy
Pad
753-9977
or
call Mrs. Novle Story
count tor a WO percentage o
in charge'orate program.
Mrs. Rubin James 753-3416.
his parchases,

The 'Reverend' needs
a last name

SEALES BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas SealPs
-To( Murray Routt Eight are the
parents of a baby boy, Thomas
- Gerald II, weighing six pounds
8'2 ounces, born on Monday,
— April 3, at 3:47 p.m. it the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Leigh
Ann, age three. The
father is employed with. the
Tennessee Valley Authorit
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Shelbert Seals of Pontotoc, Miss., and Mr. and Mrs.
H.P Oliver of Memphis._

COOKING
IS FUN

gr
o
und

SCOTT DRUG

-WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY

Azalea
Center

Abby'
s

of the

Lake
Land

* DANCE *

RAINBOW INN

— VENDICATORS

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.

Phone
753-5787

Murray
Nursery

69'
1.79
1.95
.$2.95
$3•95

Japanese Holly

NOW OPEN

Shapemaker Health Club

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF
THESE OPENINt SPECIALS
* CALL ?53-2962 *
Steam Bath and Massages Also Available
Extensive Line of Physical
'Conditioning Equipnuont

'Roses *
Roses

Spectracidel

1.95
'3.95
6,95

1111.111mor

•
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Jerry Maupin's Main Idea Statewide
S Diforcement Of Law. fishing Repor

sete"-ec

•

linesntlriXs

tr.!

11

By Ralph Jackson
to save many of our
en- •
A match flared up and dangeredi
spec
ies.' FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)someone was shaking my foot.
A second duty whieh same
Warm weather has brought out
"Yeah, okay, I'm awake," I people
consider almost as IL,
fish and fishermen and resaid and sat up in bed.
vitally important
is that of ports show that black bass,
A thousand mornings could
conservation education. Maupin
have started just like this. The spends several hours each week crappie and white bass fishing
owner of the match would have in a classroom teaching con- is good in many of Kentucky's
_
major lakes.
been Jerry Maupin. It would servation
classes to grade
The lake by lake rundown
have been his day off and we school children. This involves
would be ready for some early the teaching of sportsmanship, from the State Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources:
morning bass-fishing, duck
game knowledge, and conDale Hollow - Black bass
hunting or what have you.
servation of our natural
by fading damps; white
JeTry-Ti tfie-Citfoivay County
to swne
res°urces
"
Cla
grade
bas
good
on spinners in tributaConservation Officer for the school age children throughout
Kentucky Department of Fish Kentucky. Included in the ry heads; tributary heads murand Wildlife Resources and program are movies and slides ky, lake clear, stable and 54 deneedless to say an avid sport- furnished by state and federal grees.
Cumberland - Crappie fair
srnan. The 6 ft. 2 in., 34-year-old game agencies. The children
off)cser has been with the receive classroom as well as to good on minnows at 4-7 feet;
department in a law en- some practical experience in black bass by casting and jigforcement capacity for the past the field such as hunter safety ging; trout spotty below dam;
eight years.
and the proper handling of white bass good in south fork at
Yamacraw on' do-jigs, tribuOn a recent outing I firearms.
questioned Maupin about his
When I questioned Jerry_ taries clear, lake murky, 6 feet
duties as an officer and about about his duties as an officer below timberline, stable and 53
his attitude toward his job. He and about his attitude toward degrees.
-1.116..
•gstr•-•414..
Grayson - Black bass good
told me he considered his job to his job, he told me he conbe one of the most rewarding sidered his job to be one of the by giffing nightcrawlers;
crappie good on minnows at 5
and challenging he could have. most
rewarding
and I've spent enough time with- challenging he could have. feet, tributaries clear, lake
Maupin in the past to know
111a711111-,
warding wrien a ten-year-old murky,rising and 50 degrees.
1,,.111,
.„"
0%00. r''
"- "41N
Kentucky - Black " g •
as a true lover of the outdoors- toy refrains from shooting a
by
casting medium deep nmand the beauty of nature. As a protected species-I think so.
I. Got a bad splinter to dig
conservation officer he spends a Challenging-the apprehension _1 ners; crappie...fair to good on out? Minimise
the pain by
minnows
over
stomp
beds
and &Ding
-Maximum
af- tiros 4tr, poachers and game,
the
area
with ice.
_
tketi-offt at
outdoors and this only serves to violators-I think so. Perhaps chatutiirbiat-This especially helpful for kids.
enlunice this appeal of the job. the only thing I could add to feet; below dam, crappie good • a -Ells men objective is, of Jerry's answer Would be a on do-jigs, tributaries clear,
2. Three evenly spaced shots
lake murky,rising, 55 degrees.
course, the enforcement of our single word, necessary.
are a distress signal. The reply
"Nolin - Black bass gobd on is two well spaced shots.
game laws. This involves not
medium deep runners; crappie
only the case of the weekend
fair to good on minnows at 6-10
sportsmanswho wants to get by
3. Rig a racing floor to stand
feet, lower lake and tributaries on if
with one or two animals over
you run a boat at high
clear, remainder murky, rising speeds. Put a 42-inch plywood
the bag limit, but also the
and 53 degrees.
floor over a 34 inch slab of foam
confirmed, habitual violater.
Barkley - Crappie good, rubber. You'll be amazed how
The man who will go out at night
and poach deer for sale. The
"Don't be -guilty of home - black bass fair, an minnows much it takes out of the bounalong channel bank stickups at ces.
man who runs illegal fishing
pollution!"
4-12 feet; below dam, crappie
gear and offers game fish for
This word of caution• comer
4. Saturate a tennis ball in
and white bags fair on do-jigs,
sale.
rum e ationa we ro eeglue
and dip it in feathers from
murky,
rising,
and
The poaching of our wildll
54
degrees.
tem Aksociation, which puts acwhat ever bird you're breaking
hes turned into big business for
cumulated household clutter in
Barren - Black bass Pad by
the same class as air and water
casting; crappie fair to good on you dog on. It makes a fine
some, as evidenced by tbe
bit.
evitaa-„,..
. ininnowa,.at..4 feet; bbelow retrieving dummy.
apprehertslati -Di various - bi--111ni°° ----'-evellr
dam, white- bass and crappie
dividuals and the breaking up of
5.-If your hOuseboat is being
several organized crime rings---Attics, basement,;closets and ,-, good;- viiii- section clear, mid- blown-by -die wind when
in the last few years. Dealing in
garage's are "naturals" aa catch- . area murky, upper part muddy, docking, open the Windows to
the illegal sale ar game aiiimais,__a
s NT_ &jilt ofthisze mass
rising fast and 52 degrees.
lessen its resistance.
Bucithorn - BluegW good on
these rings operate all over the-s., be used again: broken-down
furniture,
lamp
shades,
matworms; black bass by casting
United States. Everything from
tresees, draperies, old magazines, and
During hibernation a wooda trophy sheep or deer head fo-a
gigging dollflies; below
aaaa daysaag;,aaa manuals sim
dam trout spotty, murky, rising chuck's heart beats only MOM
wild duck dinner can be ourilar item&
chased.
and 52 degrees.
_
five times a minute.
with violators,
. 'hies create a
coin
the al).- 1 -These
- bueta
Dewey r_ Crappie tett on
prehensio°nIY
n of these
dangerous the
startingp
environme
borue
isee
nt 131. tainnowit_a_ 4
,feet; muddy,
A Piece ot weed touched only
servation officers can we hope
and fuel-for -fire, says NF!A• stable and 50 degrees.
, Green - Bluegill good on by a master's finger can be seworms; crappie on minnows lected by a trained dog from 20
around stickups and treelaps at other identical pieces.
If feet, upper third clear, remainder murky, rising and 54
The average nest of a bobdegrees.
white quail contains 14 eggs.
Herrington-- Black bass on
_..._.
medium deep runners; white
-- bass spotty.-U Dix NrVile-C411do-jigs and minnows, murky,
stable and 52 degrees.
Fishtrap - Trout good below
Dam; bluegill on worms; murky, rising 54 degrees.
'
Rough River - Black bass
by casting and jigging; crappie
on minnows at 8 feet, south
fork clear, north fork murky,
ming and 51 degrees.

Al's Tips

Charlie Thomas of Murray holds a nice string of crappie he took In the Blood River area. - Staff Photo by Jerry

Crappie Fishing Is Great
For The Entire Family
By Jerry Allen
Probably no fish affordsmore
pleasure for the family
fisherman
during
peak
spawning periods than the
crappie. Crappie are "school"
fish -and . usually where_,„YOU
, catch one,.others won't be • far
away. Minnows are usustlif the
best bait and crhppie will tale
minnow after minnow. Often
litnits of 60 are caught by tbe"
fisherman with time and lots of
. Attience to spare.
-Krenerally in mid April when
wpier temperatures average
*Out 62 degrees, then the main
spawning cycles goes into full
swing. This is the most suc.
• cessful time of the year to catch
, the crappie if you fish the
bushes with pole and cork
baited 'With minnow.
Kentucky Lake has long since
been known as the crappie
capital of the nation and has the
greatest concentration of
fishermen during the.spawning
ran. Other lakes offer .good
fishing, too, but not near as good
ole reliable Kentucky Lake.
'Methods of fishing vary from
different places„but generally a
cline or fiberglaSs pole 10' to 14'
king,depending on how deep or
hipw far the individuals fish
finm the boat or shore to con a
crappie into biting.
When rigging a crappie pole
toe should use a minimum of 15
lb. test monofilgment line,
probably one foot shorter than
the Pole. A cork will tell the
fisherman when to lift out a
ciappie and to hold the minnow
at a given depth.
-Most fishermen use the
iberdeen style hook. It is small
-11% diameter and has two distinct
advantages. it gives greater
Action to the minnow and it can
be straightened out if snagged'

on a stump or brush, then
reshaped and rebutter!
Another sure fire way to catch
crappie 'on Kentucky and
Barkley Lakes when spawning
season arrives is by casting dojigs sntivacitrItabOnt 18" above
the lure:-The line is retrieved
with slow jerks to give theldie
more action.
After the crappie run is over
head for the deep water again;
they'll be moving Out and siahr,_
are caught at this time too about
14feet deep on the ledges with a
tight line._
_
_
• Remember when moving in to
fish for crappie not to make
unnecessary noises in the at
or thrash about after getting on
a spot and getting set up make
to use the correct size hook
and a small sinker with just
enough w weight to sink the
minnow but still give it action.
Get out there, head for the lake,
crappie are biting.

AL'S TIPS
1. No place to store pots and
pans in camp? Solve this
problem by stretching your fish
stringer out between two poles
next to your campfire. The clips
are perfect for hanging those
pots and pans.
2. Have trouble changing
baits? Holding the rod under
your arm is the clumsy way, its
better to stick the butt down
your boot or waders. That way
both hands are free and the-rod
can't tali
Canl find your stringer?
Shower curtain rings on a line
make an emergency fish
stringer.
,
4. White light scare' s night
crawlers. Cover your flashlight
pith rell cellophane for best
results.
5. Rodating potatoes in the
fire is okay but if you put them
In empty tin an n the fire you
gave yourself the dirty job of
cleaning them afterward.

',pokey Says:
WILDFIRES
RE A CAUSE
OF POLLUTION

Don•t pollute our environment
... present wildfires!

HUTSON

CHEMICAL
_ CO. INC.
'PROMPT. EFFICIENT szituts-ts OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"

Home "Polluted"?
(lean Up Now

--

753-1933
rtilizer
II•ur Prescription Carefully & Accurately
Pilled

Located W Railroad Avenue

Spring has nearly arrived,
and fishing enthusiasts across
the country are begining to feel
the itch.
Tying flies, oiling reels and
winding new line are part of
their careful' planning for a
battle with that mighty bass or
explosive trout. All too often,
however, the angler, forgets the
most important part of his
preparation-his boat. It should
not be overlotiked.

WARD - ELKINS

The U.S. Coast Guard
reminds us that nearly 25
percent of all'boating fatalities
occur
while fishing. T
Therefore, careful examination
of your engine and craft is
important before that fishing
trip is begun.
Also, the law maits no
distinction between a fishing
boar, hunting boat, or 'crusiing
boat. They are all recreational

motorboats and must adhere top
the Federal Requirements for
- Fort Lauderdale, Fla.. a
motorboats. So, make sure thit candidate for the title boatinc
capital of the world, has 163
you- have all the safety
mem of canals and waterways,
equipment on board. Never
overload your boat. And, ob- 15,000 registered yachts,
dozens of dockside restaurants
serve all safe boating habits. and a
fabulous collection of
dockside restaurants. The
Remember, if you are in s
Atlantic Oce,ap port also has
small boat and you jump up to
close by -reaehable 1)
reel-in that striking fish, there can al - Lake
Okeechobee.
second largest inland lake in
is a good possibility that you
the
continent
al United States.
will never live to see it.

Paul's Taxidermy

All Makes of CMOs

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.

Rt. 6, It-sin Cobb Rd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone 1502i 753-8073

••••••

'Bulk Distributor
4109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753-4652

•
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This land is YOUR LAND
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Frankfort, Ky.-About 1,200
Kentueldans will have a chance
--to
,
tinAteir bit -for-wildlife
soMetime between mid-April
and mid-May.
- •
The 1,200 Kentuckians, to be
selected at random along with
like numbers from nine other
southeastern states, will be
asked to participate in the
Southeastern Wildlife Survey •
sponsored in Kentucky by the
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources and the U. S.
Forest Service.

44Is a rort.aa
"WEST LENTIJCZY'S
TI ANSIPORTATION CENTER"
PRONE 7111-1111
•

OUR
FRIENDS

LIBERTY
Super Market
Marrars Largest and Most Modern
Market

WI11-1

•

MATCH

We Give Treashre Chest Stamps
CIPEN
EVERT' EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT

Jack Jones-owner

Primary
purpoee pf the
survey is to evaluate the
economic benefits from wildlife
...pe state and calculate the •
need for wildlife-oriented •
recreation. Findings will be
used by game and fish personnel for planning purposes
and for protection and conservation of wildlife' in Kentucky and throughout the
southeast,

Route 2
Buchannan, Tenn..

Phone 901-247-3315

Visit us and use our New Concrete
Launching Ramp FREE of Charge!
Modern
Cottages

•
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-The survey will be conducted
by the Georgia State University
Environmental Research
Group and the interviews,
which will require about 30
minutes to complete, will be
done by a professional interview team from Minneapolis. The interviewers will
make personal calls on the
selected households.

Cypress Bay
Resort

SPECIALIZE IN BASS

.\
Our New Gun Department
b Now Open!
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BASS CATCH-Will D. Thornton of Murray
caught these bass
March 28 on the Kentucky Lake. The
string weighed 29 pounds
with the largest of the fish weighing
in at 7t4 pounds. Thornton
says he's still upset over the "big one
that got away." He said it
would have weighed about 8142 pounds
but the lunker got away as
he was about to land it.
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Your Individual Horoscope

By VERNON SCOTT
FOR SUNDAY,APRIL 9,1972
NEW YORK i AP)- -Do not merous qualities of monarchial
UPI Hollywood Correspondent
silent ... take a stand absolutism.
emain
r
-_ ___._ HOLLYWOOD° I LPi 1 - . Look in the section in which
SAGITTARIUS
-Pope and bishops remain
ape, ... Do something yourself .D.
- --L,
pty-the-1
ili
1-abairna Your birthday comes and find (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ^
,
s
i 2
innie
Act together ... Seek provl- for all practical purposes the
l Ic" "
. -s'
11 what your outlook is, according
This should be a day of g____Trat sional solutions ... Whenever exclusive 'rulers of the church
yke's
siater-secretary on
the
activity. Get as brisk a start as ecclesiastical authority acts in ... Bishops are still chosen acSCUM'S weekly show. belongs to the stars.
_ you can and keep on course, but a way that clearly fails to cor- .cording to the criterion of con- •
to that very small community ARIk3 -!- ..
don't overtax yourself. Ad- respond to the Gospel, resist- _faultily ... in secret_ --Witik_
Within the town ol Scottsdale. (Mar. 21 to Apr.20) 4Y1
e ance is permitted and even refinesse
- Ariz. - the- show's cast.
out the cooperation of the derDon't try to cover too much
:
ministering affairs with
Because Scottsdale is territory at once but, with well- will reward.
quired ... Don't give up."
gy and people concerned ...
CAPRICORN
principally a resort 'and
"Freedom is demanded for
This pungent advice comes
retirement community. 'the planned procedure, aim for top_
it is not
actors and actresses In the goals. Going off on tangents will ''''''•
respon- from a group of 34 noted Fto- the church outside, but
to
down
Buckle
and
Austice,
theologians
who
.inSide....
Catholic.
.........._aarias- bast.-litile-is-iminneos- slow up,yeur progress.
da_antetl.
Mak
-owes
sibilitiea and provide your
of peace are preached, so long as
with the natives. .
TAURUS
i_ , momentum to perk up lagging say their church is in a state
,.....lnpi„II
do
Thus Fannie's closest (Apr. 21 to May 21)
give you
areas. It will g
y a real lift, "stagnation and resignation" the church and its leaders
friends in Arizona are Hope
You could become so AQUARIUS
and who urge unflagging and not have to pay the cost ..."
Lange, Marty Brill and Nancy preoccupied with
In many ways, the statement
19) r4I7.4 forthright -action --to overcome
Doussult, her fellow cast become positively Nazi-as ..t° (Jan. 21 to Feb.
added, the church does not
loudly,
the
All
crs)
speak
actions
Though
members.
'endeavors need careful at- don't overlook the importance
"Precisely in a phase of stag- "follow the footsteps of him to
Van Dyke, away from the tention, of
course- but without of a few well-chosen words at nation it is important to per- 'whom she constantly appeals.
set, has his own home in
, the proper moment. Special severe with confident faith and For this reason a curious connearby Carefree where brand fears, anxiety, doubts.
rare needed ,in -family en'durance," they said in --a -2,-e'---trast-Tan be noticed between
---Mg/amity see 4ry utire orthe "'WM
A„ - --•
discussions.
.
'
400-word statement. "There can great interest in Jesus and utHollywood'contingegt socially. (May 22 to JIM. 21)
Fannie. 'until the series
Don't be so hasty that you PISCES
X C'' be no renewal without a ter lack .of interest in,,. the
began, livid in an apartment overlook vital details. Be (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
struggle."' •
church."
in New York,City. She had careftd in signing contracts, in
EspeCially needed on this day
Some leading church thinkers
As theologians, 'the groups
worked
with
"Candid making promises. Stress your of mixed influences: Adequate in this country, Canada and Eusaid it had no intention of "arCamera" and in several stock dignity and high standards.
the
rope
among
acti
to
signeesi_rogating,to
_31t/re
ourselves the tune,
readiness
_ preparations,
-versions of hit-plays'. .
CANCER
at the right times, dip
,...4
.
1
.,
gmk
including:
tions of eoclesiastical govern• Now she lives in a Scottsdale
(Jane 22 to .Jtily 22) my_V--.1. and efficiency.
-- - The Rev. John L. McKeozie merit, But neither can we extownhouse
with
cheer
.
.
Your
.
skills
talents
and
o
bedrooms, a -den. patio and
cage, a noted Bible Schol- cuse ourselves from co-responTODAY are an
Ng:M.110W
_atkat;_she...1,„*.4,„i,thed___alimulated. You may face some extremely
strons_minded
and ar; the Rev.- Richard- F..----sttitlfty for our churcti:"-_____i.,,,style. delays in business affairs, but
cas McBrien of Pope John =I
Consequently, they said, they
Her coffee table, for in. keep plugging with consistency, strong-willed individual;
a.
the . urged ....
Middle
between
Mass.;
WeStoo.
Seminary"
•
a
in
if
.
. - road
tyrannical
bv
actually
- ----atannerwas--ecinverted,from-a-,--thIllierke• `,position of. authority. Once Rev. Gregor,' sawn, TorOntoil- apathy and rebellion to "over___7-foot industrial bellows. LEO
Weff_kettebil!--teMe-the-present-stagnation7"
Aug- _
- havillirMirbed-_-_-Mils--Zillfr.-43atr:- the..-tr- - Tbereiiielhas arsau J10*
lebeecel, Nijmegen, the Neth- They offered five guidelines for
:Tay,
own
influences.
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INDIANAPOLIS(API - The
Indianapolis Zoo has been presented with a kinkajou. •
The animal, a slim wooty
tree-dweller native to Latin
have to take a stand whenever America, was found in an area
crucial issues .. are at stake.
of overseas containers in the
"Do something yourself
American Red Ball Transit Co.
whether pastor, curate or lay- warehouse. •
John Ostermeyer, who found
"Act together ... A single the kinkajou, said Thursday it
parishoner .., may not count was friendJy. It is a common
for- much; but five can make pet in Mexico and Central and
an impression, and 50 can South America.
change the situation
Priests' associations should es- Ice revue
HOLLYWOOD (UPI I
pecially keep contact with the
One-time Olympic ice skating
numerous _priests __who _lave clnunpicin-rrggy firming will --view toward star in a live musical ice revue
married, with
their eventual return to full this summer as a theater-inpriestly service.
the-round attraction.

Officials Urge Quickitction
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priest, even while the prelent
celibacy law is in force."
-Until that issue is resolved,
however, "it would be advi...s7
able that a married priest refrain from celebrating the eucharist, for the sake of the unit;/ of the churckY the, statement said. Other points of advice:
"Do not remain silent ...
Bishops who regard certain
-laws, .rides and measures as.
harmful
should express
their disagreement ... more
forcefully ... Thecilogians, too,
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The front window was blown out of Gallimore's restaurant in Hazel.

• The Leon Denningtonfriary=thawsatidiet

The force of the storm split Ray Latimer's trailer near Hazel wide open.

Mrs.Don Hale lind her lv: year old son were injured when this mobile home
flipped completely over. They were treated and leased from the hospital.
Mr. Hale was nottat home when the storm hit.
STAFF PHOTOS BY GENE McCUTCHEON

This large tool shed owned by Charles Tidwell was heavily damaged.

.7...•••111•1, AWN.
I

4
Crews limn-the Murray Electric System were out repairing damage.
. •

•

•
•

This mobile home of Mr. awl Mrs. John Brittain son the Tom Taylor road was
demolished
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:-Acquisition Is Planned
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Women's Club convention To Be Held, In Lexington__
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Rob__
The Third National Car- Friendly Finance stockholders The watets of a creek and it•
Lexington, Ky.-The Ken- president, and state chairmen sports specialist of the Illinois 'evening will atie Mr.
Burrard Inlet .flowed red
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_
Commission and heads a Townsend, Starksville, Miss.,
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withmeet
will
Federation
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Valley
.
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Annual Convention
JOhn Brenuner, production Clubs
Friendly Finance, Inc., which is federal regulatory authorities,
will be introlluced by Mrs. C.C.
a consumer market
manager of Andres Wines ,Ltd., will be held at the Phoenix vice-president before the board operates
based in Paducah and has 19 Crouch noted.
research service. In 1955, Lowry, Murray; past KFWC
and
1040
Hotel,
of
Lexington,
18,
19
April
directors
17,
at
meetina
said a wrong valve was turned
offices in four states. One office
declared president. Townsend's Lopic will
The announcement said that
was
on and about 100 gallons es- and 20. Mrs. Joseph C. Evans, am.andthe opening session of Owens
is located in Murray.
Ambassador of be "Life in the Limelight."
Third National Corp., is a
"America's
a.m.
at
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the-convention
State
President,
has
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caped from a 25,080 gallon storIn a joint announcement, the registered
represented Townsend was born in Bern, 22,090 BTU AIR conditioner,
bank-holding
the Convention theme to be , Mrs. Joe Todd Hall, Sports." He
of a than one year old. Used stove and
two companies said their company that owns the stock of age tank.
Georgetown, Governor of the President Eisenhower at the Switzerland, the son
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Concern
Cap•
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Olympics in Australia and distinguished American refrigerator and other household
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- - proposed acquisition, which Bank, which has deposits of tucky offices in_ ,fulton,
MC
items..Phorie 753-6t09.
acclaimed diplomat. After serving in
A pre-executive committee. visitors and Mrs. Robert Lin- in- 1960, was
- would be-carlied-a-uf thrOugh in more than onehäTf billion Hopkinsvilie,
."ChamionnA th Century./'_ _ World War II, he became Ili- ,
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folliw. -Volved in the entertairtmeity”YEAUTIFIJOokHiVE hall
Mayfield,'-54iittay; Paducah, finance and trustee meetings the 8th District, will give the
"Federation Fun
dollars.
Hubert A. Crouch „Ir.,
Friendly Finance has-assets and Russellville. If has offkces are scheduled on Monday, April response.
There will be a reception industry. His film credits span tree, set of 6 Auk ehairs.
president of Third
National of more than $10 million and also in Tennessee, Mississippi, 17, with Mrs. Evans presiding.
"What Is Right in the honoring Mrs-ally Middleton, two dedades and he has, ap- Refrigefitor, $40.00. Dryer
said that some of the details of showed earnings after taxes of and Oklahoma.
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Hornbuckle's
Barber Shop
Boys Haircuts
Young Mens
Ment-,

4

75'
$1.00
'1.25

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
apartment, Close to campus.
753-6564 for further In,
TFC
formation.

CYPRESS LUMBER
•Slabs
.Sawdust
W. M. AVERY
LUMBER CO.
Phone 901-247-3761

Puryear, Tenn.*
VA LOANS,no down payment for
qualified borrower..42..years to
pay. Your lot and all extras can
be financed also. Bill's Mobile
Homes, 3900 South Beltline HighT-Padaeak-KenteekeA:11tane443-6150.
"VC

110M.EUTE SAWS
Ylatdrop Saw
Lock Shop
Dr- S. lttr

NOTICE

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
hying robin, kitchen, bath'yam,
with shower and bath.One or two SERVICE STATION, malor
and _products. In Hardin,
.bedroeins.-Zimmerman
Hugh
Contact
ments, South 16th Street. Phone Kentucky.
Al2C Carraway„ 753-2321 or after 6:00
753-8609.
ADC
753-4024.
LARGE ATTRACTIVE unduplex
furnished Apartment, S. 16th. TWO
BEDROOM
Two bedroom, living-dining, Westwood Subdivision. Stove
kitchen, utility, bath. Carpeted, refrigerator, dishwasher, drapes
air conditioned. Stove, oVen, washer and dry_er furnished
refrigerator, garbage disposal, Central heat and air. Carpeted
Phone-753-3805 iii-753-4971. A

Harold Swift Masonry Contractor
Phone 753-6311
ELE7TROLUX SALES & Services,Box-213, Murray, Ky.,.C.X14
Sanders, phone 382-2488, FarTFC
mington,Kentucky.

Jim's Htg,. & A/C - 901-642-4589

for information -phone
753-2234 .

HELP WANTED

KENIANA SHORES - Large lake
acess lots for $795.00 and up.
110-00:dowaluld-11(1-0010er =nth,
Water and all utilities available.•
Aprill2C
Phone 436-5320.

YOUR AUTHORIZED SYLVANIA DEALER
For fast and efficient service on TV's and Antenna work.
Phone 753-2385
Cecil and Dorothy invite their many friends to stop by and
see the Sylvania Color TV's and stereos
Financing available.

FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
installation. Phone 753-7850. TIT

AMVETS POST 19
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday:

"INSTANT HEAT"
SatUrday:

"THE BARONS"
Music from 8 'til midnight
No Cover - No minimum.
Members and guests only.
2 mile from Paris Landing Park.
1
located /
Phone 642-9905

300-m.w.F.3ic

FOR RENT

SMALL WORLD -ELECTRONICS
EXPERT REPAIR SERVICEon ...
•Radios‘- .TVs *Stereos •CAC -Radidi
•Tape Players •Antenna Systems
•Electrical A 'fiance
h. 753-6091
Murray307 N. 4th

ENNLS ss.k!XBestaurant HOUSE TRAILER or%la over
guest rhecks, sold at cost, $10.00 payments of $58.00 montily with
r c,ase
:(100 boOks). Sold in case
• down Payment. _Good
lots only. Ledger & Tim Oiffee condition, 10');52'."Phone 436-6801
•
•Supply,103 North 4)th Street. IT. or 435-51105.
AIIC
"IC

STARKS
HARDWARE
Ppens 7 a.m.
12th & Poplar Street

HELP WANTED

COMFORTABLE
SCENIC
Spacious cabin -home on Kentucky Lake (Blood River Area), 2 •
acres waterfront, private boat •
•
house, beach and dock. Fully
after
534654,
furnished. Phone -7
A8C
5-00 p.m.
•
•
SST-343,•
JAVELIN
1968
automatic„ bronze with white •
vinyl top and white stripes.
Excellent condition. Phone 753•
9900 or 492-8296 after 5:00
A8C.
p.m.

SPECIALTY SALESMEN AND
SALESLADIES

• FENCE- ALE 'at- -Sears:-Call
Seara for all your fencing-needs.
Chain link-Redwood and Farm
.•
Immediate
qualify.
those-who
to
opportunity
Excellent
openings for one with teaching, coaching or principal • Fences: Now on sale. Expert
experience, need two more, one with degree and another • Installation available. Call Larry
LYlee forfreeetitimetsr753- - -•
without educational, rituirements hat both with provenMay IC
2310.
initiative required of a sales person.
•

.

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL...

1971 EAGLE MOBILE 12'x60' two
bedreenv,-two full baths, carpet
throughout, central air. Take
over payments of $99.00 per
AK
month.Phone 763-7606.
1953FERGUSON-30 Wader:Two _
IV king Wing plows. Call 753A8C

•
• TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
-East of ?dm ray on-Hwy:-94: Wili
finance two-thirds at $135% a JOHN DEERE disc. 13'6- AW.
month. Call 753-6202 or 753Phone 753-4503 er 753-371/ after
° 3648.
A8P
TFC 5:00 p.m.

Grafik Advertising and Specialties
'

Phone 753-8692

4

;

HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Firue
Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's McCASKEY REGISTER and
1971 DATSUN 240Z, 9,000 miles,
air conditioning, mag wheels, WANTED EXPERIENCED WANTED: GENERAL farm super! Rent electric shampdoer Dayton grocery sale. phone 753If You
AIINC
tape player,, FM stereo. Phone Painter, steady work. Insurance worker, full time. Call 489-2691 $1. Big K, Belaire Shopping 9021.
ADC
phone
For
interview
furnished.
A8P
A8C
after 5p.m.
Center.
753-9240.
ONE INSIDE door; and two
MC
753-5787i
lavatories. See at the-Ledger &
Phone.,
Poodle
SALE
TOY
FOR
BEAUTIFUL
REAL ESTATE
1966 DODGE WAGON, .9
Times office, 103 North 4th
wored,
puppies, .AKC -register
passenger, air conditioning,
TFNC
SEE to appreciate med. Phone 901-642-2727, Van Street.
MUST
brick home,
miles. New tires: $795.00.
bedroom
58,000
Beautiful-3
79
Highway
Kennels,
Cleave
Before 5:00 p.m.
A8C
Phone 474-2257.
Camelot Addition, 2 baths, South Pafis,Tennessee.
ADC 25' HOUSEBOAT with L.P. gas
Of
central heat and air, carpeting,
range, electric pump sink, head,
CONFIREBIRD
dishwasher,
1968
built-in stove and
cabinets, roofed deck, 40.
large
In
Apply
Person
VERTIBLE, one owner, local,
formal dining room, terraced PAIR OF nice grown .,Chinese H.P. Johnson electric start.
Between 6:00 p.m. new tires. In good condition.
patio,2 car garage, large storage Pugs. Female has pedigree with motor. Nintor used less than 20
Jerry's
A8P
Al2P champion bloodlines: Will sell the
Phone 753-8444.
$1300.00.
area. Call 753-9556.
7:00 p.m. In The
hours. $2,500.00. Phone 753-8776
pair for. $100.00 . Two grown
A8NC
after 5:00 p.nr
rooms.
Evening
large
$45.00
each.
tra
Pekingese,
female
WITH-ex
HOME
1958 DODGE station wagon,
If you know your route
-in
Also one Chinese -Pug puppy, 10
House has roar bedrooms
$25.00. Good engine and tranboy's number, please call
excellent neighborhood, on dead weeks old, and one three month
utti 12th Street
..
2
.
A11C LS
436-5331.
Phone
smission.
STRONG 12 bed.+7 with built in
him first. If you get no
end street. Easy walking old white Toy Poodle, $45.00
four drawer chest in bottom.
John
call
then
block
results
distance to University, one
each. All dogs are AKC Have 8"foam rubber mattresses.
, $300.00.
"
1
Pasco , Jr. at -the above
SALESPERSON. Apply for rapid Robertson School and bus route registered. Phone 753-4469 after
Rambler,$35.00_ Phone 492Idear for students apartments.
number during the hours
A8C
AlIC advancement'irrpefgon to Steve to Midd School, tw6 blocks high 6:00p.ni.
8603.
Phone 753-5865 or 753-5108 after
listed
Walker, Big K Shoe Department, school. Fenced back yard, with
AlOC
5:00p.m. ,
fruit trees and garden area.
1969 DATSUN 2000. Good con- Murray,Kentucky.
For
Sale
AlOP
Phone 753-6557.
SOLID BROWN 16' glass par
dition_ Priced at $1,100.00. Must
4
boat with windshield, 40 H.R.
ADP WANTED ONE good painter, GCAD INVESTMENT property
sell. Phone 753-3763.
CARD OF THANKS
DINE Jr'E. SUITE, table with
mdfor, trolling motor, used
pay
Top
mechanic.
'body man and
once. Two batteries, rubber
chairs,-- wrought iron with
four
in heart of town,
acres
two
nearby
covered steel anchor, priced
and benefitafor right-man.Phone
Wood grain top. Phone icirmica
Sycamore and the
and
8th
Phone Autrey P.
near
sell.
to
To our many &nits - who
• A.L4P
753-2927 after 6:00 p,m.
WANT TO BUY
AlOC
7534406.
Farmer,
home
492-8410.
retirement
hospital. Nice
remembered with prayers, food,
old 9 room
land,
gets
Buyer
sight.
flowers, and every expression of
26" WANTED BEAUTY operator to home, and remodeling materipl. EVERY make electric Carpet LIBERTY MOBILE home,
kindness and sympathy during WANT TO BUY good used
work in local shop, four days per
Boy's
753-5836
Phone
bicycle.
buy at 29,850.00. Phone shampooer does a better job ivith 8'x50', completely furnished_
the illness and death of our
week. Established clientele. All A sound
after
ADC
5:00
p.m.
Lustre. Begley carpeted, all- electric, two
Apri1l8C famous Blue
753-9912.
or
758-7620
beloved wife, mother, grandinquires confidential. Write P.O.
.Shopping bedrooms. Ready to move into.
Central
Store.
Drug
mother and great grandmother,
Box 32-V, Murray,KenBY OWNER: Three bedrooms Center.
Phone days- 753-6799-nights 489the family of Mrs. Ola Nanney WAitT' TO BUY sp4d bicycle. tucky.,,
ADC family, living and dining room
A8P
t
•
_
24.71,
sends our sincere thanks and, PM-one-787-2655.
TFNC
134 baths, utility room, storage 12'x55' TWO REDROOM. mobile
gratitude.
GRADUATE MECHANICAL room and carport, fireplace
home. In good condition. Porch NEW X-11 Reducing Plan, 42
Also thanks to Bro. Roger
engineer t Interested in and or large shady lot. Near University
used
good
BUY
and underpenning. New antenna tablets $3.00. Money Back
TO
WANT
McKendree
Joseph and Bro.O.D.
A8NC experience in automation. To and Elementary school. -Phone and rotary. Phone 753-4807 or 435- Guarantee. Safe-T Discount
for their words of comfort and bicycle. Phone 753-5466.
work in engineering department 753-9770.
A14C 5678. '
A8C Pharmacy.
AK .
encouragement during our loss.
of a firm designeng and building
Harlon Nanney and-family. 1TP WANT TO BUY March 17 copies brickmaking equipment- and NEW CABIN on Kentucky Lake
CHRIS CRAFT Cruiser, 22' with 22,000 BTU SEARS air conof-Ledger,& Times-Please bring plants. Must have shop „and In Center Ridge Lake Develop- 75 H.P. Johnson molar, $700.00.
ditioner, half season old. Phone
y office, 103 North 4th Street. No fabrication knowledge and ment. Located On large wooded Phone'75.3-tt50 days only.
FOR SALE oh MADE
ABC 492-8216.
AlOP
• .
TFNC
has
coordingtion; ;Northwest Ten, lot vrith lots of privacy. Cabin
phone calls please.
ssee iirea **dent preferred. bath, large cornbinatibth kitchen1969 DODGE CHARGER RT,
LI. BLOODED-treeing Walker
enclosed front porch, und pups. Ph ne 753-7108. M2C
Salary open. Seud resume to living
automatic, power steering, silver
THREE SPEED window fan, one
Ling! Corporation, P.O. Box 106, running water, electricity and
grey with black vinyl roof and
bed, side .commode, one foot
Dresden, Tennessee 38225 At' ylurniihed. Will sell for 1970 STAR MOBILE home,
matching Interior. 'Excellent
and some guilts,: Contact
fat in- 12'x50', two bedrooms. Phone 753- loci=Harg14704710.
.4111.• Phone 436-244.
tention: Engineering beim-nAliC
condition. Phone days 7534798,
Henry
,
MOC 570Ij. Mir
ton...,•.."
•
•
..44.

753-1916

WAITRESS
WANTED

753-7278

Restaurant-

Where The Action Is!

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

4,
1.04
•
1W
_
- -•
*

Miss Your Paper

SALES and SERVICE

INTERIOR, EXTERIOR FURNITURE REFINIS1IN(4,
estimate. all work guaranteed. Free pick
Free
painting.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Phone up and delivery. Free estimate.
natural-finish. Jerry
Truman Edwards,-2534582.-April 20C
-McCoy,753-3045.
.t.
PAINTING INSIDE,and out and
general repair: Phone 435PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding.
Al2P Promptsxpert service. 15 years-1
5173.
experience. Ben W. Dyer.
phone 247-)
WILL DO lawn mowning and Mayfield, Kentucky,
_
shrubbery,
yard cleaning.Setting
working in flower garden. Ex•4
perienced. Phone 753-1841. ANC GARDEN
and tPLOWING
44seing, Also Bushhogging. Call ).
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back now for appointment. Knigh
ADChoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- Shop,753-4035.
TFC
5933.
XPERIENCED WORK in 4-INTERIOR, EXTERIOR
landscaping, Mowing, planting, 4 •_ari size • . All work
•
Qua v beds. Phone 753-6051.
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
April 10C
Todd,753-8495.
FOR ALL your home additionsWILL MOW lawns, now and all alterations, remodeling, etc. :
summer. Phone 753-8550 after Free Estimates.Phone 753TVC
May3C p123.
6:00p.m.

NEATLY FURNISHED tw
bedroom apartment, will b
house,
BEDROOM
THREE
furnished.See at 1616 Main. A8C available Maly .1st. Marrie
couple preferred. Located 1
13th Street. May be seen a
South
Two
15th.
MAY
AVAILABLE
Paris, Tennessee
All
bedroom apartment, central ,air Kelly's Pest Control.
conditioning. Wall to wail carpet.
ONE BEDROOM mobile home,
Best location. Phone 753AUTOS FOR'SALE
May IOC modern, air conditioned. $80.
FOR YOUR auction sale needs
4331.
eentaet. Otto- Chester's Auction_
permonth. Phone 753-3855. A •
OLDS CUTLASS conService, 4354042, Lynn Grove. 1965
owner,
by original
AN UP Shop-with airComplete auction service. April vertible,
power steering, air conditioned, pressor furnished. Good location. TWO'BEDROOM duplex apart
14NC
AlOC ment, large rooms, furnished or
bucket seats, console, tilt Phone 753-3018.
unfurnished Also small trailer.
steering wheel. Good condition.
A76
U.S. COAST
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished Phone 489-2595.
Phone 436 5R33after 6.;De
AlOP apartment at 710hPoPlar• Phone
p.m_
GUARD AUXILIARY
*IOC BrtSg..NENT APARTMENT,
Fm iningtoa,302299.
SAFE BOATING
furnished, one bedroom, nice and
1963 F-85 OLDS station wagon,
clean, utitifilts paid. Married
on
brick
unfurnished
ROOM
SIX
radio,
transmission,
COURSE
automatic
312 Irvan. Absolutely no pets. couple preferred. 665.00 per
753Phone
$150.00.
heater.
Starts April.14
A1OC
A13C Month.Phone 7534739.
AlOC Phone 492-8283.
7853. -

Harold Swift Masonry Contiactor is now specializing
in water-proof basements.

ORTEN'S TV

KNIGHT'S SHOP

IF YOU are a married couple and
would like to have a nice quiet
place close to the University, you
arelhis three -room f
rushed cottage, available at the
end of this semester. Phone 7
1589.

Lowest Prices...Service After The Sale

cALL NEW HOME BUILDERS

WATCH REV. Don Young on
WDXR Channel 29, Moriday
through Friday at 9:30 a.m. and
AlOC
Sundays 8:00-9:00 a.m.

NI:1110E

liBtAir

ATTENTION!!

.Murray, Ky.

TWO BEDROOM trailer,
conditioned, three miles
Murray. Phone 753-7156 or 7
6231.

FOR -RENT:

Pefsonat,Service Offer
'Bring Your Shoes To pe Shined
and Pick Them Up 354 pair

AU Pet
TOP.
itiPPItes, AKC puppies,Ilny guaranteed. Free estimate.
Toy Poodles, Irish Setter, Phone Mrs. Keys Keel, 753-4672
ken, Eskimo, Spitz. 7 miles or Huntingdon Termite Co.,
orth of Murray, Kentucky, Huntingdon,Tennessee,986one 753-1862 or 753-9457. April 5975.
A8C

753-1916

Be ready for sunshine and dry ground! Bring your
lawn mower and garden tillers for engine repairs
••
••••444•••••••
•••••••••••••••••••• :40and fune-up.Blades groundAboth tillers and mowers
Nice 2-Bedroom 12150 Ft I
•-111774/71
OLD TIME BLACKSMITH FORGE
•1970 Mobile Homo
iprA.1/0
5-4 4
0
DONE TO ORDER - Phone 753-4035
WORK
4- utilities furnished. AtAlniversity-Htk-Treiler.-Park:
Turn left Like-Stoliierfarid -ii- -•
p.m.
6:00
Phone
after
753-7204
first road on lef look for si..n
•
1••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
DUPIEX ON Monroe. Five rooms
and bath, central heat and air,
carpet throughout, extra large
master bedroom. rangy
phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after
TFC
5:60p.m.

HORNBUCKLE'S BARBE
213 Spruce Street SHOP Phone 753-3685

Call

SERVICES OFFERED

-FOR- MINT-

FOR RENT

View

1471:4:7;0,14;1,
Orkkb_tart-rlA-rt

Open at 8:00 a.m.-Close 8:00 p.m.
-- --

For your entertainment this week:
ar in vicinity
'eet. Fawn cobo
If you have an
i or alive plea
All
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PA(J. 1E\

Club Owners Refuse Players
Association's Latest Offer

Revival Services
..
Storm.
(Continued from Page 1)
To Close Sunday
out at Galliniore's restaurant in
Some of the metal `
on
___ the rear of the-To
Memorial Chttrdr---Toofing
-restaurant building was

s, Ships More
vietnantT
pl
anes And Ships

also
The concluding service of the
lifted no by the force of the
revival at the Memorial Baptist building.
Ch urc 111 be heId on Sunda
Several trees were blown
April 9, at 7:30 p.m. with Dr.
down all over the county and
Billy Grey Hurt of Paducah,
much damage was reported in
formerly of Hazel, as the
the area of the Green Plains
SAIGON (AP) - The Cornspeaker
Church of Christ. Trees and
munist command's offensive
Ronnie Hampton-of-Gatlin
,
were also reported to be
slowed in some sectors of South
burg, Tenn., formerly of
uprooted and blown down in the
Vietnam today, but gathered
Murray, is directing the song
Lynn Grove area. One tree steam in
the Mekong Delta
service for the revival that
blocked a portion of Highway 94
opened last Sunday.
south of Saigon, where rocket,
hat west satityrip Grove.
-'th;--14.44 tax and small ground as'The High Cost of -Atmost'"
A new metal building, at
saults nearly doubled.
will be the subject of the sermon
intersection of the Green Plains
The United States, meanbu Dr. Hurt at the 10:50 a.m.
road and Highway 641, received while,
rushed more planes and
service on Sunday at the
damage estimated at $4,000 by
ships to. Indochina to join a
church. Ronnie Hampron will
the owner of the partially
sing a solo and direct the choir
bombing campaign against milcompleted structure, Jerry
in the hymn, "Brethren, We
itary targets in North Vietnam.
McCoy.
Continued from Page 1)
Most of the Communist
Have Met to Worship".
A mobile home owned by
moisture from the surfaceand-- Sunday Scholl will be held at
ground attacks were aimed at
transpiration, more or less, is 9:40 a.m, and the Church Richard Ferguson, near the regional and local force militia
loss of moisture through the Training will be held at six p.m. State Line Grocery north of outposts which form a defenBuchapan, Tenn., was also
plant itself. We know. We looked
sive perimeter around villages
reported to-Thave been
it in our trusty old dictionary.
and hamlets.
destroyed.
•
Field 'sources said initial reA large tree was blown across
Things are shaping up around
ports indicated that casualties
Gilbert
Street
in
Hazel,
blocking
our house and yard. We've
were not high, but that many
traffic 'until crews could
settled down to cine pair of 11?
troops were "missing." This inremove it.
Cardinals
have
which
dicated that many of tha,miRev. Wayne E. Todd, interim
The roof on a barn owned by
proclaimed our yard as their
litiamen may -have fled, 4,i,llAni
territory. The male, re
- en- minister- of--the First Baptist Max Walker was reported to abducted or willingly accomdent in his spring coat of Church,wilthespeaking at both have been lifted off by the winds panied the enemy. .
scarlet, flies from one corner to the 10:45 am. and 7:30 p.m. and then replaced on the
To the north of Saigon, govthe other of Its domain and services at 'the church on building.
ernment
defenders reportedly
Barns,outbuildings =slather
kegs lustily to let the other Sunday,_AntiLL___
were still holding at the bestructures
were
said
to have
males know what his property
The Adult Choir, directed by
sieged provincial capital of An
^11:4thddt"---conststrotile-chased one male W. Rudolph Howard, wIrlaltaa been damaged in variousantats - Loe,"11trenlies above the Cap
of
the
county.
out of the yard yesterday. He's the anthem, -Sing -Unto God"
on Highway 13.
Relatively little damage
pretty sharp however, he'll let by Young at the
morning
A brigade of some 2,500 South
occurred in Graves County in Vietnamese paratroopers, who
yttnyumber of females in.
service.
yesterday's
thunderstorm form the elite guard for the
At the evening service, activity, after the high
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( API-Price-support levels for the 1972 We keep an eye on the Chrysalis
winds presidential palace in Saigon,
will
special
be
by
music
the
tobacco crop have been increased by 4.8 per cent over 1971.
which is hanging from the
were reported seen in that area. moved by truck into Lai Kate,
The U.S. Department of Agriculture said Friday the average Sweet Gum tree. We want to see Middle Scholl and High School
Graves County sources said 25 miles north of Saigon, and
support price for burley has risen to 74.9 cents per pound; for this Butterfly when he emerges. Choirs, directed by Mr. that the main damage was
Howard.
Their
number
will
be confined to a narrow belt in started advancing on foot toKentucky-Tennessee fire-cured tobacco types 72 and 23 to 50.8
ward An Loc.
"Surely
Goodness
and
Mercy"
pound;
cents per
and for one-sucker 35 and green river 36; both Mosquitos are out. So are the
southern
Graves County a
redeployment
thehar
brd:
i
by
Peterson-Smith.
dark air-cured varieties. to 45.2 cetas per pound.
Honey Bees, Wasps, Dia!
around the-Cuba communitY• gan
edeprleolY
Ze the
dee rto
Sunday School will be at-9:119
Dobbers. Haven't seen a
M a yftei-d- e x perinn ced pressed government forces
PIKEVILLE,Ky.( AP)-No estimate of darner is available in Bumble Bee as yet, nor Dragon a.m. with Paul Lyons, Jr., as torrential rain fai apalong Highway 13 depleted Saia fire that destroyed the Wells Motor Co. and six cars inside the 'Ply, nor Ant Lion, nor Robber superintendent and Church PeaalmatelY 30 minutes,
with gon of its reserve forces. Two
building. ,
6:30
Training
p.m.
with
at
Glen
Fly, nor Chinch Bug,nor Scarab
relatively high winds, but little other brigades of paratroopers
Pike County emergency and rescue squads fought the blaze Beetle.
. _
Grogan as director.
damage.The major effect of the from _the stretegic reserves are
Friday night,confirming it to thecompany's building. The facility
wind was limited to small limbs----oglibU
the'central high_
igliarderod by-other-businessesaad an apartment building.
down from trees in the Mayfield -tunas..
_
area. Small hill listed only .Maj. Trite
Quoc, district
LOUISVILLE, Ky. {AP)-Tanks of chlorine on a barge
briefly in the city, observers chief of (Ion Thanh district
stranded oh Louisville McAlpine Dam are expected to be emptied
said.
town, 15 miles south of An Loc,
by Tuesday.
The Cuba community had said: "We are under heavy
The potentially-dangerous diemical is being "boiled off" at the
much larder hail, according to enemy pressure and we are
rate oftore tit three tons siiihoik,an4doily about 150 tons rentain
observeri
'that itteL._ _Ex- abandoning some of our out.
of the original 640.
tremely high winds were posts to strengthen our position.
The chlorine-laden barge, whjeb has been stuck on the Ohio
reported around' Cuba, but Right outside here, enemy are
River dam since March 19, will be towed away after all the
relaUvely_
along Route 13 to An Loc.-eblOreine has- hean removed:
daina0' Damage was limited .
Officials said the deployment
_In._ roofs being blown off small of more U.S. planes and ships
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)-The City of Lexington has won
outbuildings, but no major
The
New
York
Nets
who
have beanother delay in ita trial on pollution charges in Jessamine Circuit
were sparked by Donnie damage was reported to homes. to Indochina was aimed at foreing Hanoi to halt its offensive
come the surprise team in the Freeman's 30 points.
Court at Lexington. •
Some observers reported hail
Judge Henry Clay Cox,has ruled that a January Jessamine American Basketball AssociIn the West Division ABA fi- the size of golf balls in the Cuba and negotiate peace.
The dispatch of two U.S. Magrand jury indictment of the city should be held in abeyance until ation playoffs.
nal Utah will meet the winner area. Damage was limited
the Kentucicy Court of Appeals has ruled on legal issues in an
I
by Johnny Roche and of the Indiana-Denver series r_mainly_ to that area, with the rine F4 Phantom fighter squadrons to Da Nang air base
earlier indictment by another Jessamine grand jury on a pollution Jo
I3eaum they rose to un- that nOte
-darids at
.
rest of Graves County receiving turned back the clock. The 36
charge-. a--believable heights in again upIf thet-Nets again beat Ken.,,-lorrential min and gusty
winels.'= supersonic jets are from the 1st
Both indictments charge that Lexington has polluted West setting the Kentucky colonels tacky.in-an afternoon game to• --- - Marine Air Wing, which withHickman Creek near the county line between Jessamine and
100-92 Friday night to take a day they will meet the Virginia
drew from South Vietnam in
Fayette counties by allowing untreated sewage to pass through an commanding 3-1 lead over the Squires in the ABA East DiviMay 1971 as part of President
unfinished sewage treatment plaint there.
East Division champions in 510n final.
The appellate court will rule on whether the initial Jessamine their best-of-seven series.
Denver plays at Indiana
grand jury indictment, coming on top of Kentucky Water
And the underdog Nets aid it tonight. There are no NBA
without their high scoring Rick playoffs schedule(' today.
Pollution Control cornmissidn action against the city, would
Barry who came down with the
constitute double jeopardy.
When two identical rose
flu before the game.
bushes are planted at the same
In the other ABA playoff
time and in the same soil, but
scheduled the Utah Stars swept
one grows faster and blooms
the Dallas Chaps in four
more profusely, the answer has
straight, 103-99, and advanced
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) SAIGON (AP) - The Com- don B. Johnson, resting com"Who Are The Deacons?" will to be fertilizer-one got, it, the
to the final of the West Divimunist command's offensive fortably after an attack of sebe the topic for the sermon by other didn't. So if you're Former Republican Gov. Louie
sion.
slowed in some sectors of South vere chest pains, is to undergo
Bro. Roy Beasley Jr., for the planning to plant a vegetable B. Nunn's plan for civilians to
The Boston Celtics took a 3-2
Vietnam today, but gathered comprehensive tests today as
10:40 a.m. worship service on garden, grow flowers, or want a take over from state troopers
over Atlanta by beating
steam in the Mekong Delta doctors seek the cause of his
Sunday, April 9, at the Seventh good looking lawn, be sure to as driver license examiners has
the Hawks 124-114 in their Eastsouth of Saigon, where rocket, ailment.
and eoplar Church of Christ. use fertilizer. Observing these been quietly shelved by the new
ern Conference semifinals in
mortar and ,small ground asfolbelpful. Democratic administration.
James Payne will read the do's and don't will be
The 63-year-old former chief the National Basketball AssociPublic Safety Commissioner
saults nearly -doubled.
executive was rushed to the ation. It was the only.pattoft. scripture from I Timothy 3:8-13.
Do apply fertilizer saartnalr William Newman confirmed
The United States, mean- University of Virginia Hospital
Prayers will be led by Tommy
heavy
scheduled in the NBA.
on
game
it
pile
often. Don't
Friday that the switch has ocwhile, rushed more planes and here before daylight Friday
Caraway and Harry' Russell. and
Roche and Baum combined
expect one feeding to last a curred in fulfillment of Gov.
ships to Indochina to join a and was taken to the hospital's
The six p.m. topic will be and
bombing campaign against mil- cardiac el'e unit. Doctors said for 63 points. in leading the Nets "The Man Who Never Had a full growing season. Too much Wendell Ford's campaign
promises to keep troopers on
itary targetsin North Vietnam. Late Fri&Y- the chest pains had to their surprise triumph before .Conveient Season" with the can kill a plant.
Numerous air strikes were- re- subsided but did not say wheth- a feclordit,898-et-Aise -new Nas- scriPture-kom ACTS-. 24:22-27 to--1-Yotiadde-le tlae a corn- the job.
sau coliseum on Long Island.
The state Circuit Clerks Asso_ ported,on both sides of the de- er the former president
be read by Aubrey.Hatcher. Joe mercial fertilizer-do choose it
had
points,
17
I;toche threw in 38
militarized zone today, as well suffered a heart attack.
Thornton and James Yates. will for the job you want it to do. All ciation had objected vigorously
„ of thern.an the last quarter. He
_ AS in the area about 60 miles
lead the prayers.
contain nitrogen, phosphorus, to replacing State Police with
tallied the last eight points for
north -of Saigon where South
Jim
Grough
will
make
the
and potash, but vary as to how civilians.
BEI.FAST AP4 - Terrorists the Nets to break a 92-92 tie.
They contended uniformed ofVietnamese forces are battling
announcements
and
Josiah
much of each. Nitrogen is for
As for Baum, who started in
to hold the provincial capital of bombers %Tecked parts of BelDarnall will direct the song leaf growth, phosphorus for ficers were less subject to politfast's 13-story Europa Hotel to- place of Barry, he canned 25 service.
An Loc.
root,stem and fruit growth, and ical pressures and had greater
day in an upsurge of violence points, including 15 in the third
potash is for general plant prestige with youths.
Nets close
Even when Nunn indicated it
PROVO, Utah (AP) - A against British-rule in'Northern quarter that kept,,
Grass needs leaf
health.
led 73-71
manhunt 'focused on tjas cen- Ireland. It was the third attack to the Colonels who
growth. Tomatoes need fruit was only a matter of time bestarting the last period.
tral Utah. city;today for a on the Europa this year. '
growth. Don't hesitate to ask fore the new plan would be imDWI Wel Scered 27 points to
As the bombers Strifek,--Prot:
ProtApril 6, 1972
young hijacker :who leaped
your garden store man which plemented, the clerks continued
from a United Air Lines 727.jet- estant- -militants ,denounced lead the Colonels wh4had been ADULTS 110
fertilizer is best for your pur- Weir vdtal protests.
After Ford was inaugurated,
liner Friday night with $500,000 Britain's peace offensive in the warned by coach Joe Mullaney NURSERY 12'
pose.
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
the policy was changed without
ransom after forcing a zigzag province and -warned they" "not to let down because of
yourself
a
favor
by announcement.
Apd do
would take up arms if they Barry."
DISMISSALS
. .
flight acrqss the West.
a pair of good garden
wea
Henry Finkel, former Daytoh
Mrs. Euple Beane, Rt. ,Nunn's goal was to release 63
The nine-hour odyssey began thought it necessary.
'star, came off the bench and Murray, Jesse Johnson Canady, gloves when handling the fer- troopers engaged in license
'shortly after the plane took off
threw in -some .crucial baskets
P.O. Box 454, Murray, (hie. tilizer. Your skin may be sen- tests around the state and use
from Denver Friday afternoon..
WASFUNGTON (AP)- Rep.
sitive to one or more of the them for road patrol and adThe hijacker, claiming he car- Bob Wilson, R-Calif., a key fig- from long range that kept the Mitchrison, Jr., Dexter, Mrs.
chemicals, which could severe ministrative duties elsewhere.
ried .guns and explosives, or- ure in' helping San Diego obtain Celtics ahead of Atlanta at the Vergie May McDougal, itt. 6,
dermatitis or infection. .
Ford's plan was to accomdered the Los Angeles-bound next aummer's Republican Na- Boston Garden. His shots Murray, Mrs. Mary Nbvella
rally.
theiatted
an
Atlanta
Veal, Rt. 1, Box 201, Mayfield,
plish
much the same thing by a
plane diverted to San Fran- tional- Convention, will be the
If you prefer organic fer.As itichie Guerin, Atlanta- John Bion -Poyner,
4, tilizers, don't hesitate to use different route: replacing State
cisco. Passengers were allowed first witness Monday when ex• to deplane there after the hi- panded Senate hearings resume coach,put it: "When they took Murray.
manure. It's the oldest and one Police in the boating division
jacker' received what.he had into the controversy around Dave .tofveret out with five
of the best foods for plant with 33 civilians and in the arYou'd never know it
demanded-four
paraChutes, acting Atty. Gen. Richard G. fouls they were just two points
growth. Do work it into the soil son-division with 15 civilians,
IRVING. Cliff. (UPI( The current admfaiStration_
fuel for 4.000 miles of flight-and Ifleindienst and international up. We had everything going
for us, bid then. Finkel made The age of the automobileja at before planting. If you want to has carried put its boating and
8000,000.
use it later, make a solution by
Telephone 84 Telegraph Corp.
those crucial baskets from out,
l an end, says Goiversit.) of
arson revisions, freeing dozens
After he %bailed out, over the
Wilson was chosen to lead off side and
California historian James J. soaking it in a container of
hurt
us."
really
that
of
troopers for other duties.
Proao
rrewmembers who by Chairman James'0. Eastthen
pour
Rink.
„water,
the solution'
“Autoinobile con:John klavlicek ,was. Mob for
In both plans, federal money
had been held hostage brought land, D-Miss., shortla after the
sciousness" in the r Uniteel around the base of the plants.
Boston with 27-. Walt Bellamy, States is now in Stage
III, he
the plena in safely to Sall Lake Committee voted 8 to 7 Friday
Exp!trienced green thumb was to finenee the hiring of ci"Maravich and Lou Hudson
dad.
adding
that
"the
era
of
City.
gardeners know the benefits of vilians. There will be no change
of the
to broaden the _
ach got 21 for the flawks. '
unclitictl . wigs.%
ac.. using fertilizers. And so win you In -that respect, be the state
CHARLOTIEVILLE, __
gs,
v ri4
Avbritpt,.
ibr-augugca`'If Off f011ow t/WSe SuggeWons. has;401116:1ititeie-eir-arrange•
Miner'Praia
.( AP
points against the llas'Chaps
ments.

NEW YORK (API - Where
does the baseball strike go
from here?
-It's up to the owners to
make a counter-proposal so we
can start bargaining," said
Marvin Miller, executive director of the striking Major
League Baseball Players Association.
"I'm going home," said John
Gaherin, representing.the club
'
The latest exchange occurred
Friday night when the 24 owners unanimously rejected an offer by the players to start the
season while pension negotiations resumed for up to three
_weeks with an imPart141.6017.
trator to be called in if no set' tlement is reached. .
At the same time, the players' group announced plans to
file unfair labor practice
charges against the owners
with the National Labor Relations
Board. Dick Moss,counsel
for the players' association,
charged. thit at leapt three
players luivitaimt-their Obit because of their activities with
the group.
He declined to name them,
but The Associated *Press
learned that one was pitcher
_

unconditional release by the
Chicago White Sox.
Gaherin called thi proposal
to submit the dispuire to arbitration "particularly offensive"
to the owners. He then suggested that the players open
the season while "the parties,
with the agRistance of such experts as may be necessary,
continue to negotiate in good
faith."
He said "such experts' could
be actuaries, adding',"We don't
consider arbitrators to be experts.",. Answered Miller, "We
offered that if they like, the arbitrator could be an actuary.
"Since they haven't bargained in good faith yet, there's
no reason to believe they would
do so now," Miller said in rejecting that offer.
aherin also suggested that
the players be secretly polled
again on a strike. He said he
"has received communication
from almost every major
league club indicating that
some, and probably the majorftr. Of the players want-tore7
turn to the field.
"We believe,the players gen.
'era
"agree with us and that
they would. if given the chance
to express themselves privatel

ual contracts and play ball."
has "talked to
Miller said
the player representatives constantly" since the strike began
last Saturday, curtailing spring
training, "and the sentiment I
get is that the players are solid
and getting wavier by the minute.
"I believed that if the owners
were polled -again you'd find
the biggest gait you ever saw."
Meanwhile, today was the
fourth day of the baseball season-and for the fourth day,
there was no baseball.
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Seen & Heard . .

ev. Wayne E. Todd
ra--un• urch-Stioalier

Kentucky Roundup _

rYorklets-11 set
Now
1

Do's and Don'ts
For Fertilizing

World News Briefs

Sermon Topics Are
Given For Sunday

Hospital Report

gt.

-

Hijack ...
(Continued from Page 1)

about 29 miles Irani the:
Wasatch Motintains.
Some 200 officers took part in
We early stages of the search.
Helicopters from Hill AFB,
•
Utah, also were pressed into
use.
crewmen
periodically,
dropped flares, each of which
Nixon's disengagement o
Lighted several square miles.
American force*.
Roadblocks were established
With other air and naval reinnear the Provo airport and 25
forcements here or en route,
miles either side of Provo, on
the American aerial counter-of- Interstate
15, a north-south arfensive shaped up as a full- terial.
scale resumption of the bombSubject of the search was a
ing of North Vietnam.
white male, 5-foot-6, thin, aged
Secretary of Defense Melvin
25 to 30. Authorities said the
R. Laird stopped just short of name
on his ticket was T. Johncalling it that when he told a
son.
Washington news conference
Only one of the six other
that American air attacks will
parachute-ransom
hijackers
continue against North Vietnam
has not been apprehended-a
until Hanoi pulls its troops back
man who gave the name D. B.
across the demilitarized zone
Cooper..
_.
and shows a willingness to
He bailed o
lullt
atrtrest
negotiate peace.
---Airlines 727ving
Official sources here said the
Eve somewhere between
raids over the north would beSeattle, Wash., and Reno, Nev.,
come more intense in the fuwith 8200,000 of the airline's
ture, but overcast skies curmoney.
tailed the third day of strikes
Nearly all the passengers
today.
were unaware they were being
These sources! said prelimnay_
hijacked Friday until they were
analysis shows the raids
on the ground at San Franover the north are inflicting
Cisco.
heavy damage on highways,
Robert Mainthow,a 20-yearbridges, surface-to-air missile
old Indent ak Denver Universites and antiaircraft artillery
sity, said "all these- weird
batteries.
things began to happan"shert-Took.s good," laid one
ly after the craft had taken off
source."We are experiencing a
from Denver.
great deal of success."
"We were supposed to land in
The U.S. command so far has
Grand Junction, Colo., because
not publicly assessed the bombwe had problems with the ening damage and has released
gine, and then the engine fixed
only scant details on the
itself," said Mainthow.
strikes.
"Then, we were supposed to
Two Navy A7 fighter-bombers
land in Los Angeles, but there
were shot down by surface-toair missiles in the first day of was too much smog or fog and
the raids Thursday. This raised we came to San Francisco," he
to nine the number Of aircraft added.
Mainthow said the passengers
reported lost on both sides of
the DMZ by the U.S. command learned of what was going on
after the jetliner, landed at San
since the enemy offensive was
Francisco. Most, he said, relaunched March 30. Uwe-Man
a score of crewmen have been mained calm. He saidhe was scared "while
killed or are missina:we were on the ground. In the
Meanwhile, the U.S. 7th Fleet
air, we didn't know what was
sent its flagship, the guided
;missile cruiser Oklahoma City, happening."
to join the Chicago in bombardment of the coastline. Five.
7th Fleet destroyers also are on
line off the coast bombarding
enemy positions on both sides
of the DMZ.
-- -A fifth aircraft carrier, possibly the Midway, was reported
preparing to join the 7th Fleet,
which is launcing planes IA0
four aircraft carriers.
•
AUGUSTA, Ga.(AP)- Jack
One squadron of F105 jet at- Nick!P,,s, halfway home to a
tack planes has been ordered to fourth, Masters golf title and
Indochina from McConnell Air the first leg of a Grand Slam,
Force Base in Kansas, and a admits that three years ago he
iiiiñber of other air units from became so complacent and disseveral states have been interested that he was on the
alerted for possible deployment verge of giving up the game.
to the war zone.
The untimely death of his father and a 1970 victory in the
British Open, he said, snapped
him back to life.
"My father lived to see me
play," the 32-year-old superstar
from Columbus, Ohio, said solemnly Friday after shooting a
second-round 71 for 139 that
'gave him a one-stroke lead
State Police Director Larry over
gray-haired Paul Harney
Boucher said Washington will after
36 holes over the Augusta
fund the boating and arson offi- National
course.
cers under the Emergency Em"In my early years on the
ployment Act.
tour, I was successful. Maybe
"The outcome is really the
things came too easy. In 1968
same," he said. "We 'gained
and 1969, I half lost interest. I
troopers back from the boating
couldn't get keyed up.
and arson changeovers just as
"I was winning money but I
we would have under the liwasn't enjoying it. I wasn't
cense examiner plan."
working on my game. I was
iane apparent hitch is that the playing sloppy. I had no desire
boating safety project presum- at all to progress.
fibli% is a summer-only oper"Then my father died in Febation.
ruary 1970. I asked myself,
But Newman said-exploratory 'What are we down here for?
talks have been held on using What is life all about?' I began
the boating officers later in the working harder. Then I won the
departments of parks and mo- British Open at St. Andrews.
tor transportation.
Everything suddenly changed.
-Parks has indicated it could
-Now I enjoy the game more
use more law enforcement offi- than I ever did. I have more
cers to cope with growing van- desire than ever to win."
dalism. Motor transportation
This newfound flaming desire
seems to need more inspector plus a weight-reducing program
for various weighing proce- that has turned the blond
dures.
bomber into a trim, handsome.
"Whatever happens, the boat- 185-pound athlete has projected
ing officers will definitely be Nicklaus to the undisputed pinemployed in some capacity dur- nacle of golf, the all-time leading the off-season," Newman ing money collector,,inner of
said. 11 major championships and "
He said boating officers are recognized by Many as the
winding up their training at greatest player in history.
Barkley Lake and "will be
Nicklaus spoke-- feelingly of,
ready for duty anytime after his inconsistent attitudes after-next week."".
holding firm to his lead in the
He said the arson officers Masters on a gray, gusty day
had finished one month's train- that witnessed a mild collapse.
ing na already been assigned on the part of Arnold Palmer
ts.
and, Sam Snead and the near
exit of voluble Lee Trevino,
Rejoins east
1971 Player of the Year.
HOLLYWOOD IUPII
The 69-year-old Snead, one'
Pat Morrow, one of the
stroke- back of Nicklaus after
original -feat piemaezi of the
the hitt round, blew a Pe2-foot
defunct "Peytor Vince"
putt On the ninth hole; protelevision series, wilt rejoin the
cast of "Return to Ise on
to bogey thret holes'in
kilithrr2Otti
'glitraafflon and ta
tiry
-re'a tat 75. fOlr
Fox series for the tube.
144.
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